
 

Lever under scrutiny in Virgin spaceship
disaster (Update)

November 3 2014, by Michael Thurston

  
 

  

A National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) team surveys a tail section from
the crashed Virgin Galactic SpaceShipTwo near Cantil, California, on November
1, 2014

A prematurely deployed slowing device could "well be" behind the
Virgin Galactic spaceship crash, Virgin's boss Richard Branson said
Monday while hitting out at "hurtful" critics and "self-proclaimed
experts."
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Investigators have pointed out that a lock-unlock lever, used to activate a
process in SpaceShipTwo's tail section—typically to slow it for re-entry
into the Earth's atmosphere—had been moved by the co-pilot.

A short time later a so-called "feathering" process—in which the tail
section rotates to increase drag on the spacecraft—was deployed, at
which point the pioneering vessel began to disintegrate.

'Feathering' deployed prematurely

It was unclear if the "feathering"—which acts like a badminton
shuttlecock's feathers, slowing the aircraft down during re-entry and
pointing it in the right direction—started on its own or as a result of the
lever being moved.

Investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
have emphasized the cause of Friday's accident in the Mojave Desert has
not been established.

Branson, speaking on NBC's Today show Monday, said he hadn't seen
the cockpit video showing the co-pilot triggering the lock-unlock switch.

"The NTSB, you know, are leading the investigation. And we go by
exactly what they tell us," he said.

"But, you know, if the deployment did take place early, obviously,
they're indicating that may well be the cause. But we need them to
examine that further and let us know," he added.

But Branson also hit out against "hurtful" critics and "self-proclaimed
experts" after a rocket scientist said the company had ignored safety
warnings ahead of the deadly crash of one of its spacecraft.
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"I've never seen such irresponsible innuendo and damaging innuendo,"
the British business tycoon told Britain's Sky News television, referring
to critical press reports in Britain.

'We must push on'

  
 

  

Virgin founder Sir Richard Branson speaks at a press conference at the Mojave
Air and Space Port in California on November 1, 2014

Carolynne Campbell, an expert with the Netherlands-based International
Association for the Advancement of Space Safety, told AFP on Sunday
that she and other experts "were concerned about what was going on at
Virgin Galactic."

She said multiple warnings about the spacecraft's motor and the fuel
used to power it had been issued to Virgin since 2007, when three
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engineers died testing a rocket on the ground.

"I warned them... that the rocket motor was potentially dangerous," she
said.

Campbell's warnings related to nitrous oxide, reportedly used as a fuel
component in the doomed craft along with a new substance derived from
nylon plastic grains.

Branson wants to ferry wealthy customers to the edge of space, charging
$250,000 (200,000 euros) per ticket, and the crash is expected to delay
the program.

In an interview with CNN, Branson vowed to press ahead, once the cause
of the crash was identified.

"If test pilots hadn't taken risks, we wouldn't have had the 747. Two blew
up in early days of airline travel. Now airline travel is as safe as
anything," he said.

"We've got to go through the difficult testing stage of creating a space
line in order to make it safe for travelers who want to travel on that
space line in the years ahead. We will persevere and will succeed."

He also reiterated that he and his son will be on the first commercial
flight.

"There is no way I would ask others to travel on Virgin Galactic unless
I'd been the first to go myself. Therefore I will certainly be the first to
travel," he said.
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Virgin founder Sir Richard Branson speaks at a press conference at the Mojave
Air and Space Port in California on November 1, 2014

A team of NTSB investigators has been deployed to the site of the crash,
in which co-pilot Michael Alsbury was killed and pilot Pete Siebold was
seriously injured.

NTSB acting chairman Christopher Hart told reporters on Sunday that a
camera in the cockpit showed a lever had been moved by the co-pilot
while the vehicle was travelling at a speed just above approximately
Mach 1.0.

The lever, Hart said, was not supposed to be moved until reaching a
speed of Mach 1.4.

"I am not stating this was the cause of this mishap. We have months and
months of investigation to determine what the cause was," Hart said.
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One-year investigation

The crash was the second disaster to rock the private sector space
industry in less than a week, after an Antares rocket carrying supplies to
the International Space Station exploded after takeoff in Virginia on
Tuesday.

Experts say the accident will delay the advent of commercial space
tourism by several years.

Hart said on-site investigations would last up to a week, but the full
probe piecing together facts and analysis "will be probably 12 months or
so."

Wreckage from the crash was strewn over eight kilometers (five miles),
according to Hart, who added that investigators hoped to find clues to
the causes of the crash from the reams of data and video footage
expected to be available.

The NTSB said it planned to hold its final press conference from the site
at 8:00 pm Monday (0400 GMT Tuesday).
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